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LIFE SITUATIONS AND LIFESTYLES OF -.-

PERSONS WHO ATTEMPT-- SUICIDE

Isaac -Sakinofsky, M.D., D.P.M.,(L'ond.,), F.R.C.Psych.,
Professor of Psychiatry, McMaster Universtty; Hamilton,.OritOrio.

Last year, at-thelneeting in Boston, I presented the findings of a 'Factor

analysis of .demographic -and personality characteristics of cohort of 106

consecutive suicide attetropters who presented toour special unit in HamiltOn,

yOntaria.,, This unit is an eight!=bed)ward which admits -for a brief stay 'Suicide

attempters only, for intensive psychiatric-as§essmeritoand care. 'Since the 1977

meeting we have followed this up with data collection on a control series of 106,

.-patients admitted to a familyyr practice ward. It is,very, clear that by comparison

'with the family practice patients our suicide attempters (or .parasuicideS if you

are far more depressed, and that in addition to several other differences

ATTEMPTED SVICIDE FAMILY 'PRACTICE

-MEAN ,.
'S.D. MEAN S.D.

Age . 27.90 12.45 .52.10 i 7.25***''

Depression:,
Beck j' 22.26 11.,31 9.08' 5.85***

Rosenberr" . : 3.61 2.00 1.42 .1.54***

- .

Life Event S'It-ess,- 58.02 68.14 18.80' 13.38***

COrrent Problems ' 6:30 ,.15.30 3.88 2.74***

Locus of Control '10.91 _,713 8.99 3.90*'

Hosti 1 i ty (Total) ° 26:48 9.42 12.64 7-.48*,:*,

External 15.74 6.32 8.68 7.59***

Internal 10.93 -- 4.;r9, 4.91 , 4.381***
. -

t test: va<.(35 , *44,<;.901

(on which rdo not intend to focus today): they are more burdened bill current problems,

and as well they have had significantly more stres!ful life events in the six months

prior to their 'hoSpitaltzation..,(Talle 1). Not surprisingly, their social adjustments

are poorer, they trust other people less, and ;their conception of their owrrself-

worth is poorer (Table 2). One of the more interesting finding's is that their scores'-

on Dean's Alienation Scale are- somewhat higher, i.e. .they feel at a distance,from

their fellow human beings because they feel powerless, set aparft, and they are unsure

about the recognized nbt-ms of social behaviour.
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S.A.S. (OVerall)

Work

Family

arital

Parent

'Social

ATTEMPTED SUICIDE

-MEAN

4.03

3.48

3.50

3 67

2.71

3.57

S.D.,

-FAMILY PRACTICE

/ MEAN

1.15

1.27
I

1.51

0:87 .

1.41

3.16

3.14

2.02

2,20

2.09

3.07

0.89***

1.08

0.75***

(6.73***

0.68***

1.14**

Faith in people

Self,etteeM

- Sensitivity '7

Dreaming

Alienation

PowerlessneW

Normlessness'

Isolation,

p f d.Jk IC-.
'me hal/gone on from these studies to collect a cohort in order to

look at the' Ives of suicide attempters .(evideptly disadvantaged people) even

more closqy, and IpfollOw them at intervals far a period of one year. We are

-fojloWiAg,:them, 'not merely'by examining hospital records to see if they are readmitted,

but.me visit\them every' three months and recbril the new stresses in their lives and

t*l..they cope with them, changes in theiP personal cietumstances, as well as evaluating

fatmeat-tileymay pr" may not have received at the time of their index visit to the.

hospitai emergOncy and subsequently.

- Hamilton is-an industrial (steel),and universitty cit.)/ of somewhat less than

half-a-million people, with its dormitor, suburbs,at-the bedd of the "Golden

HorseshOe" on Lake Onta io,.about half-way-betweo Toronto and Niagara Falls. The\
steel 6ctories dominate the eastern environs' ofthe city determining the lives' of

thousands. of people. Th University is located in the western sector and it too

has coloured the lifestyles of people in that area. -
.

4,--

2.66

3.45

1.75,

1.Q3'

:.28.70

19.37

27.63 7.02

1.65'

.=1.38

1,16

0.92

24.99

16.66

23.86

6..08***

6.02***'

5.20***

t tests *71-, .05 **/)<:.01 4:.001

) The four hospitals are situated in the west, north,.south'ind the centre of

the city. Twchof them areTresently affiliated with the. McMaster University

Department of Psychiatry (the Medical Centre and St. Joseph's Hospital) and.two

are not-(the Hamilton General and Henderson hospittls). McMaster Medical. Centre

serves a middle-class ar'ea.and is located adjacent to the University Campus. The

General/ '

it 6

/3...
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General, iS established in an area populated by several ethnic groups and by employees

of theformidable steel Mills. The Henderson occupies .a site on the so-called

east mountain area (actually,the shelf of the Niagara escarpment) overlooking thee.

city and it too serves a Middle-class area, largely steel plant-related. Finally,

St. Joseph's Hospital (where our suicidology unit is situated)'is below the mountain

close to downtOwn
Hamilton; and it is the seat of the twenty-four hour emerge cy

PsYchiatric-service
operated city-Wide by the University Department of Psychia ry.

.We arranged with these four hospitals for the research workers to be paged

tmmed4ately'someone was brought into their emergertcy rooms having deliberately

poisoned or injured themselves. For lack of time I will not go into,the detailed

methodology, but anyway Over the course of nearly four months atthe end of 1977,

we-were able to a.cohort of 228 'persons whom we are now following*"

FIGURE.1.

100.

HAMILTON MULTI.HOSP-ITAL ,STUDY.

SOURCE S

r. ST JOSEPH S'

55.30/,

507.' GENERAL
2E05'4

HENDERSON
.9.67/0

- MCMASTER

5.6 *4

.60

Figure'l shows that the, incidence of attempted suicide in the differeiat areas

as measured by presentation at the different. community
hospitals `is. not uniform.

More than.half the, cases were seen at St. Joseph's Hospital, serving the core city,

and slightly more than a quarter came from the General Aich also serves a manual-

working Oats area (in fact 86% of the sample is drawn from thes# two hospitals,

With only minor components from the two hospitals situated,in professional aiid

middle-class areas). .

Assisted by Grant No NH 606-1353-44-R2, Research ProgramtDirectorate,

National Health & Welfare, Canada. Research Assistant tare Ms. Yvonne Brown,

and Ms. Carmen Cooper, B.A.(Hons.)
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Residences plotted on a map of the city (hot shown) indicate that.the

majority Of the patients, at the time of presenting, lived in social zones

1 & 2 of the Social Planning, and Research Council of Hamilton*. These areas

,are characterised (according to the 1971 Census) by cheaper housing and lower

incomes, high unemployment, high percentage of single - parent, families, immigrants,

and senior citizens. The St, Joseph's Hospital and Hamilton Qeneral shared this

.population as well as drawing from patients from further afield to the east and

south. 'Very few patients were drawn from the west end (these were referred almost

exclusively to the Medical Centre) and this is an area in social zone 3 (characterised'

by expensive housing and higher family incomes, with correspondingly low rates of

unemploymeni, single parents; immigrants and senior citizens.

Table 3 shows that women outnUmbered men 1.6:1 and that'the mean age wet

abou in both sexes. The sexes.were identical in their-suicidal intent (on

the q
'on.

Intent Scale) and they had each achieved just over nine years of forml

eduo on. The age7sex-reTted incidence is shown in. Figure 2 (each point

repres tang 'a five year age period).

TABLE 3.

Hamilton Multi: Hospital Study

N. (228).

IIan Ag

MALE S. _FE-MAL E S

8

4,. 2 9-8 (S.D.131) 29.1 (S.D.125)

\ Education 9-4 Yrs. 9.3 yrs.1.,

\
\13.2 ( S.D. 5-1 ) 12-8 (S.D. SO)Beck .intont

..,..

.
,. -,,

* ee M. Pennock, C. Ailan, &- P. Steckehreiter, .

A SOcia-Ecohomic Atlas' of the City of Hamilton,).

Social Planning & Reseirch Council- of Hamilton, 1977.
r
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:Over a quarter of the females are addlescen. t girls aged between 13 and 18.years.
About one in five of the men are boys Iletween45 - 18:Yearst 'Senidr. citizens (here

-.defined as people over 60) are Very infrequent, only 2% of theiwomen and 3% of the .

men. The majority of the pati.ehts-are under, the age of -,40...

30

.20

FIGURE 2'._

HAMILTON MU4LTI(HOSPITAL STUDY
AGE & SEX F EQUENCY"

228 SUICICIE ATTEMPTERS

s.

10

FAMILY BACKGROUND.

FEMALES

10- 15- 20.. 30- 40-- 50- 613- 70- Ors ,

A GE (01./INOUENN4AL PERIODS/

.9

In examining the current life situations of our patients-:we were particularly
-interested in their family backgrounds.. Our earlier study had dem6astrated that
their current problems were more formidable and the recent stresses in their lives
were of greater-lagnitu,de than the controls. 'In ourday-to-day clinical experience
we had been impressed by individual case histories'of chaotic family backgrounds, of
abuse and neglect as children, patients terrified as children and adolescents of
their alcoholic parents who were fighting with each other. We wondered if there
could be ny causal connection between these chaotic backgrounds aild their Subsequent '
life sit atioRs. We felt that ,we could predict that a poor familg bacloground.in
childhood 'would more likely be associated with a pooreflarital" adjiltment in
adulthood of,tkeir own. Hence some of the problems imf their current liVes and
those. recent stressful life events which they suffered (related to po6r social'
relations) might bei.laid at the very door, of their childhood'environthent. So,in.

the histories we took we looked carefully for trDuble in their early lives.

, .
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SSE.NSIOti

.PARENTAL , STABLE

DISRUPTED DE ATtti BACKGROUND

.

We found, as we had expected, that allarge proportion of the patients16ve

indeed experienced horrendous family'bdagfounds (Figure 3): About 41% of the men

and °47% of the Women had experienced severe parentaj.dissenton during their childhoods:

ThIrtY-nine % of the meWand 53% of the women (just under half of the men andlover

half of the-women) had active conflict with their parents, And about 15% with their

'brothe and sisters. In just under one-third of all the cases (27% cf. males. and

32% of females) the'family.dissentipn disrupted the homes at varying ages before

their:teventeenth birthdays, often launching them into careers of, passage from

.fbster-parent to institution, back to foster-parent, as the disCarded childreA of

marriages which had gone sour. J

In a separate category we put the small groUp (7%) whose homes hadlbeen broken

by the death of a parent (in two cases by parent suicide).

The astonishing finding was that family backgrounds'which could be categorised

as "normal" or"stable" were in-the minortty, cnly 43% of the males and 40% of the

females.. Thus in about 60% of the cases the patients had cQme, from homes which,

instead of nurturing them and prepAring a secure ToundStion for adulthood, had

apiparently defalilted in this responsibility and instead had done their best to damage

their prospects of adult happiness and adjustment.
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V We, thus'

.

had categorised our sample into two groups of patients ,A stable

group representing.40%; and a group whose early 4 lives were marked.by.dissehsion

A . and discord, representing 60% of the sample. Wefelt sure that we would find. adult

had experienced more harmonious environmentt.would at least be more s cessful in
sexual adjustments tn the "distension' group to be-in but t3;t those who. .

their sexual frfendihips or marriages, even if little else in their lives was.gOing

right.

100%

FIGURE 4.

aim's*? AtaaliSilfa
wavaitirittit

. ma 'adj.

'ALL

The histogram '(Fig. ,4) shows the pertentages respectivelycoming from stable

and dissension homes in reVation to the-prOportiont- who were ejther experiencing .

dissension in their adult sexuallives, or had achieved harmonious relationships

(whether tipterb or'homo-sexual). _-For this analysis we excluded ,those under 19, ...

i.e. those who had n6Wyet.had a charIce t9 indicate which'way .their lives were

going to go in this respect., .

v
:

.
- A

,

. . , .

The striking fin ng for the whole-samp]e isthat 80% of all the patients
are experiencing serio s conflict intheir current family lives, and that only'

20% report successful adjustments.' This Is not really,A surprise to.a cliniCAn

in the field of suicide attempts (or parasuicid6V .What is a 401Prise is to find

that only just:over one half of the maladjusted relitiOnships come 'from the group-

with/

niis ladp-
I
MALES
8.75 pv.01
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- ,I f V. , : 447' ,,,,

with- chaotic. baCkgrOunds J(54%). Ind si.ightl.Y (less than ...hal( from the &table group.
There- is in. fact ,no Si gni ficarit difference betvoen them, 'and ,we can also clearly

.., f - ..see that the peoportton o-Otlarid; atd stable bakgrOunds in the geoup who were
r successfuil2ly .adjUsted iis-,. exact ,y, hal f -and- hal f: _. #, ,

-,-, -.-, 41 .

e For someone r4ght ur1 a firm bWever in-family -dyna i "thiS,' finding
, 40, - ' : that P . , '

comes as a shock. .',It Is_ incrediVe to- ink th a bad early, adjustment ,idoes not
"seem to sable one way,' the otbdr foipe against, the chances of a successful sexual
adjustment in aodulthoo Yet:at the'same. time it might. be lookedbat a's '% r assuring
finding,' in the _hope het .i t6,-Efers -to thoseikwho have been': psYshologically tt uniatised
s children throug no failtf'ortheif own.. However, when.onelisepar 3,1h9euttetients

into -the two sexes ,the ffidings -emerge. With greater .'blarity and arc re 1

diffeh'ent. For e .men , :almost; al 1 :those from a haoti, backgrounds 5% bf thoie

a uthood,,possibly"OSn to: thAd,egree that -Weir' red had. --- siiinifkantly more
'from,a,bickgroun'd ofrif,ainily,,014.enSicfn),)haddistur d s uarrelati ships In '.

o those nrenfrom a:stabliAaefgraund wire, able td escape `this,' and tilt's' result is, ,.

..-h ghly significant. i .
.7'

IL ).
? ,ati

,SD far th#4f.dedings are .then .Consistehtvrith the,>0pe,Yhes ut'ainong- the women-
_

we fbdnd - al-Vox-I-car result': 72%' the women from Chaotic atkgrounds had ,.

dis-tu adjustm ts Arathe,rJess t an 'the men)althodbh still. a large,proportion,
1,4 ev -more,- or significantly,more, (88%) of those who had come from a. stable
chit oodshad ithsyscessful adjustments, markea,.0 a series of discordant common-1,

,( rel ionshjips 'or Ilanrages, 1.ifth 'cl(iffict-, iepaPation,and divorce.,
I

. .
V

1. 0

We now '-that the .opposite tindencies irt the-men and the Women cancelled
\ each other7gutitwhen/the tvig grou' s 'wehe imalgamated : At .fi rstlgi an6e,, looking at

the slmtile as a whfi:1 e, it, looked s' if batklgrp,u,nd -doet'cnot reallf matter. TAen
7, when-we looke'dat the males trniv we found,,that 'it does', and that if,you are from

a -chaottc 4ckground.yoMia've alniost,,no chance.kof 'eseaping & chaotic' adjuStment
yourself. When you grow uR,-- and thatfyonr chances are substantially bettEr if you
come from a,,relatively thanouil:hoine; 'On .the other,,hand, i4 wren, about 30% of
those with a chaotic background seem-to escape the fate of'maladjusted'relationships

' as; compared.with only. 5% of the men. ! . .

,,-
. , .

Why 'then 'should- 88% he women'with stable -backrounds have -pi suffer this
fate? It is irndeelda-dif icult puzzle; to disentangle. I can ;only speculate that
the-intervening variables between childhood and adult adjustments are very bemplex.
Possibly, in the -case ,of the mal)es. the.' havoc In:their sex lives:is very largely of
-their own making, whereas in woilen their role in./society. is even now at Wkhis period

,. of societal change in the roles and status of women one in-rhichl they are at the .,
Mercy of relationships they may cotitrectwith Men. Even women from stablebackgrounds
who choose' partners who are disruptive, -alcohsulic, or otherWise Unsuitable will be
penalised severely.- We believe alsb that parasuicida-1 behavlour inwoben eSvcecially,

-is a legifitilised_ wad` for some Women', embroiled in such unfortunate relationips, to
'bring 'them to ja critical heatl'and 'so obtain relief sometimes. :-

WORK ANIUStAENT.''
,- ,a -it

,

If early background-seems to have this' cOmpleX' e ffect.oh adult life situation
in thg sexual° sphere, does it hale -'any effects" on another- iiiii:prta0t area in life, ...
viz.-the work role? ,i,,,,

_,.,..-
-:-0,,, :-. -
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Our 'd.a shoWed:uS4hatipost.of our men were m nuel'workers;. semi.-skilled or

unskilled totalled.twkthird . Only 2% were professionals or in middle-management
and,1.0% Were high school:.stu ents. Among the women there were twice-as many students
as among the'males'and the b ggest proportion were housewives (over 40%), -at4only one-
quarter-Were-semiTskjlled v ubskilled,WOrkers. (Table 4) , '.

/

TABLE 5

ERVLOYMENTL5TAT6*

Employed, -Unemployed

Men

'Women

739

32

38

15
s.,

=

=

77(86.5%

47(33/3%)

*- r 2 = p = ns

*(Excludes'hoUsewives,:students, senior cittzen;)-

The firSt approach to eTucidating the effect of early home background on work
adjustment was to look at those. employed and :those, unempl-oyed,..and,to do that
needeeto exclude thaSe not in the work force,. i.e:housewives, students, and senior
citizens.

_

".- Table 5 shows us that a)most,90% of the men. but only, one-third of the women
were registered 'in the work force, which a§ain is a finding to be expected considering
the respe tive roles still occupied by the two)sexes in'spciety. But half the men

c__ ,,were unem 164, (and-many fiad been so for months and yeaNN245:0, as well as one-
third,of women. In a society where unemployment is reckoned to be very high
when it s at 8irfor one-half of'the male' and one-third of the female work
force to' be out of work (peqple,presumably.able-bodied) is a very significant finding
indeed, and again i§.an indication of the quality of tfie'lifestyles and life'situat4ons,
of our subjects. . We 1 ked next at the habit al means of supportrof the whole sample
(including our housewiv s, students, and senior citizens)::

4

49
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MEANS OF :SUPPORT

{Percehtages by

Wet fare,

Pension

Spouse

Parent

Self

MALES FEMALES

2417. 2:9-1 0/.

8.07, Z

2.6 27.0 %,.

80 18.47.
5_6.3 sh -19 1g

Approximately one-quarter were on welfare, slightly--higher for women"(many

of.whom were on Mothers' Allowance). Similar (smaller) Pioportions were living

'on pensipns, and in almost all cases these were disability grants. Again about

a quarter of the women were supported by their;spouses, and eve a,small minority

of the-men.. .About 1 in 5 women supported theselves, and rath r more than half

of the men'.

We comp red the subgroups- on welfare with" hbse self-supported, in terms-of

their backgrq ndS, combining both sexes because of,thei-elatively small numbers.

A very' highlY sfgnificant finding emerges. About three-quartArS (74.1%) of

.those'on welfare come.f410 the ranks of the chiotic backgrounders, and,only.one7

quarter are frOm stable 6ackgrbunds. Qn the other hand the majority orthose

coming froth stable family backgrOunds (72.9%) are earwing their :own livings

Thus only 27.1% of those with stable backgrounds are on'welfpre as compared with

.58.2% of those who came from,unstable homes. Looked at from the opposite angle

almost-three-quarters of those from a stable background are self-supporting WA
only about 40% ofithose from an unhappy, home.,
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FIGURE 5.:

EFFECT' OF 43A6KGROUND
.

ON ME*NS OF SUPPORT
SELF

1

I consider. this to be an important finding, because it could point to

intervening-factors which are meaningful in the "mind-set" which determinesthe
workorole - poor attitudes to work, lack of motivation, deficit in the so-called
"work ethic"could all well be derived within the early home environment.

Possisbly, if fie i$ raised in a home where parental dissension and conflict run

high, the-person acquires a not -so- subtle message that.a home isn't all that worth

working hard for, and YOU could "slog yoUr guts out" for nothing. Love's Labour.

Lost might be seen as "no labour since love is lost". This becomes even more

meaningful when we remember tliat almosesall the .men from chaotic backgrounds .had

adult home lives which were alswtorn Oirt by the same dissension ,that they had

experienced as children.

Truly, when one weighs up the burden in economic and human terms of the

subsequent effect Qf a chaotic childhood on performance'in the vork role, as

measured by unemployment figures and subsistence on state welfare, it is-not

something that society can continue to be complacent about. .

/12...



.ALCOHOL

FIGURE 6.

ALCOHOL USE WITH ACT

USED

M EN WOMEN

1--129 pct001

Just under'half the men and one in five of the women who poisoned or injured
themselves had been drinking in quantity immediately prior to or during the act.
In some centres, such as Glasgow fon example, it is even higher, (where Patel has
found it in 70% of men'and 40%-Of women parasuicides). As a clinician, there
is little doubt in my mind that alcohol at the time of the act has played a role
in many cases in acting as a "downer," and also in removing the last vestiges of
good sense and self-control.

But we were even more interested in the effect of,alcoholic parents on the
childhood of our patients: Looking at the case histories in most cases the
presence of an alcoholic parent was associated with dissension between the parents
and with conflict between the parent and child. And yet there were isolated cases
where, curiously, an alcoholic parent was tolerated without such conflict or dis-
sension.

14



FIGURE 7.

4113,9011100111/a

MALE FEMALE

A)P ARENT ALCOHOLIC 12(13.8 7.)

SUBJECT 9 9 22(25.3 %)

BACKGROUND:

STA.BLE 10

DISSENSION 12

18 (12.8

(5.7

It surprised us indeed, that alcoholism was not more common in the parents

of our parasuicides than about 1 in 7 of our males and I,in 8 of our women. About

one-quarter of the male parasuicides themselves had problems with habitual. abuse of

alcohol and only a minority of the women (about 1 in 20).

Surely (we predicted) we would find that most of our alcoholic patients

were derived from chaotic childhood homes. However, the data point otherwise,

and our alcoholic men were just as likely to come from stable homes as chaotic,

and there is in fact no significant difference. We would not wish to make tbo-

much 'of our finding surprising though it is to us, since it is based on relatively -

small numbers, but at least there is the hopeful indication that if alcoholics are

made, then they need not necessarily be made in childhood,but it may be acquired

from environmental influences only later on when at least the individual is free to

exercise some personal choice in the matter. (Yet at the same time as I say this,

I` recall one or two of the cases where excessive drinking began at age eight, on

father's knee, so to speak).
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CONCLUSION

4

( :Tb summarise. the findings: we looked at a sample of 228 suicide attempters

to discover whether/it is their early lives which sets them on,a.track.pr'career

,;? towards chaotiC lifestyles and life situations, which 4n turn 'lead to crises, AO

s.cimetimes dealt with by self-destructive behaviour., 4

'We '&0 fin&a substantial proportion (somewhere near 60%) who came'froM

chaotic homes torn apart by family conflict. This background overwhelmingly

predisposed the males to similarly chaotic partnerships and family conditioris

when they grew up. ./For women it is not so straightforward and it may bethat
even girls frOm stable backgrounds who make unsuitable choices of partners can

be sucked into adult lives which are inimical and upsetting, so that they too.

keseek resolution of their crises through,self-destructive acts. It is not within

the.scope of this paper to lool at the choice of partners of,these women more

cloSely. flowever, Kreitman- anehis colleagues have looked at neurosis and marital

interaction and what Post has called assortative mating. TO put it simply, as an

Englishman might say, "nice girlSThften marry rottersRand this ias something

psychoanalysts have speculated about for a long time. When males marry disruptive
females on the A-her hand, they are perhaps less likelyito seek relief - 'through self-

injurious behaviour, prefer ing alternative means more rn keeping with traditional

role-expectations of them.

. The proportion of the sample who, though registered in the workforce were

unemployed, was striking. Clearly. this is a many -fold excess over the unemployment

rates which are current even at this time'. Then when: we looked at the means of ,

suPport there was a clear link between a disordered-faMilY.background and living.

on welfare, and a corresponding link between coming froM a stable background and

sUpporting\gourself.

.There is thus in my view clear evidence that a disordered backgrdund is

damaging to the person (although not absolutely, since there are many who escape

froM its effects). But the majority, instead of acquiring social skillswhich

would promote harmony in their later family life, learn patterns of behaviour which

make for conflict, Instead of acquiring attitudes to work. and responsibility which

equip therii to maintain themselves and their faMilies, they apparently learn attitudes

which cause theM to lose their jobs and-to work in a desultory fashion, so that

ultimately, in many cases, the burden is placed on the state and the taxpayir to

support them and their families.

Putting these findings and our earlier findingstOgether we must recognise

that the people who attempt suicide are a group with particular characteristics

of their own. The majority are disadvantaged by being born into disorganised

/families, they grow up tubfed-Oressed.people with pooc self-esteem, and rankling

lwith resentment, who move from crisis to crisis in their lives. We believe that

our findings have g implications inthe area of primary prevention of suicide.


